Future Events Fall Of China
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 1:30 pm
The situation is in the world is such. Trump has put major tariff's on China to combat the
economic warfare that it has been waging on America for decades. This has created a system
of escalation on China's side that has left the leader of China in a situation he can't win. Due to
the nature of his rule he can't afford to lose or back down. Experts on China have pointed out
the simple fact China can't win this trade war and the escalation of economic warfare with
America. Europe is now stepping in and also pushing against China as well. Its been stated by
experts on the subject the Chinese Communist Party can't stand up against this. The nature of
this struggle and its escalation and how it connects to internal politics within China is going to
lead to the total collapse of the Communist Party of China.
China has been attacking American planes and ships in the South China Sea as part of their
claims to the Islands in the region claimed by Japan. These are aggressive acts of war. It might
come down to the Chinese Communist Party could start a war to stay in power. That is a war
China can not win but it could cause the collapse of the American dollar if it goes badly for
America and American allies. But it will end in the collapse of the Communist Party in my
opinion as the effects of such a war to China might speed up the conditions of the looming
collapse. The conflict might not happen but it might. Much of China is bluster but the current
leader might go that far. China can't survive an embargo from America, almost of all Chinese
economy is based on trade with America. So what would a war with America and America's
NATO allies such as Japan bring them. China is doomed to collapse and that is the end of the
Communist regime.
The American sanctions on Iran might also bring about the collapse of the Islamic Regime of
Iran as well. Soon it will bring the ability of Iran to sell oil to zero and that is it. There are major
riots in Iran against the Islamic regime calling for the end of the Mullahs. China has stepped in
to buy Iran's oil however this means the American sanctions will also target China and thus
speed up the looming collapse of Communist China. Our RTR's are moving thought all of this
and directing. Trump was the leader our RTR's brought into being and he might bring about the
collapse of the last major base of the enemy Communist China. The one base the Jews still
have and plan to use to wage war on the nations to bring about a Communist world
government.
Also to add the economic collapse of Iran might force the regime into a war in the ME with
America and its allies in the region. That is a possibility. The Iranian regime is shooting its
citizens down in the streets now over the rioting against their regime. Its only going to get worse
if the embargo's are placed on China over this and the Iranian economy is going to look like
Venezuela. As the Europeans nations have bowed to Trump's embargo on Iran as well. Maybe
the Iranians will buckle and give in like North Korea. The collapse of the Islamic regime in Iran
will be a major blow to Islamic rule in the world as well. The whole program is coming apart. The
Catholic Church is collapsing as well so is Christianity in general.
With the Final RTR done daily in our life times we will see the liberation of earth.
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Re: Future Events
Postby HP Mageson666 » Fri Sep 28, 2018 4:33 pm
Something to consider the fall of the Islamic regime in Iran will end the rule forced Islamic
indoctrination and religious law. That means the religious police will be gone and all this forcing
of the Iranians to pour their spiritual power into the enemy program will be gone. The Iranians
were betrayed after they overthrew the Shah by the Mullah faction of the revolution. The goal
was to create a secular style free government. Then the Mullah faction overthrew that and
declared an Islamic Theocracy instead.
With the Islamic regime gone this will open the door for the return of the Iranian cultural
movements that want to restore Paganism into Iran and return to pre Islamic more Vedic ideals.
The Iranians hate Islam as a alien ideology imposed on them by an alien regime and have had
a long cultural war against it. This will allow Islam to be swept away in time out one of the
largest if not the largest nation in the ME population wise.
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I'm happy about the tariffs. China has been poisoning many countries with tainted foods,
vaccines for babies and children that cause autism and inferior and toxic pharmaceuticals and
much more, from cookware with toxic Teflon, etc.
To answer questions,
ME is an abbreviation for Middle East.
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